
Mappls launches end-to-end
planning and optimisation
APIs & SDKs to turbocharge
the last-mile operations.

Learn more 

Trusted by developers all over - from budding startups and traditional
enterprises to government organisations and global big tech

New Releases
Explore the latest additions to our stack of location APIs & SDKs

Global APIs for 238 nations

Our directory of APIs & SDKs for maps, routes, search, live
tracking, route optimisation, analytics and more

Learn more Contact us 

Route Optimisation APIs and SDKs

Embrace the new way of running your end-to-end planning
and optimisation activities.

Learn more Contact us 

Mapping APIs & SDKs
From standard to complex - integrate map, search and 

routing functions in your app

Maps
SDKs for Maps and Traffic

Built on comprehensive map data, Mappls' advanced
map SDKs are easy to embed in web and mobile apps
across platforms, delivering your users a seamless
map experience.

Learn more Contact us 

Search & Geocoding

Embed the most relevant and accurate search
experiences with our search, geocode and
reverse geocode solutions.

Learn more Contact us 

Routes & Navigation

Solve simple to complex routing problems for
fleets, enterprises and users, with the routes &
navigation stack

Learn more Contact us 

Navigation SDK

Power your apps with our easy-to-embed SDK
for online navigation, 3D maps and live traffic

Learn more Contact us 

Personalisation SDK

Send highly personalised & hyperlocal
communication to your users basis their
dynamic Online-to-Offline (O2O) profiles

Learn 

Analytics APIs
Geospatial APIs and ready-to-use map data

to build advanced location-based applications

GIS and Analytics APIs (mGIS)

Geospatial APIs for map visualisations in 2D/3D, geocoding,
location search, geospatial analyses, AI-powered image
analysis and more.

Learn more Contact us 

Insight

Integrate GeoBI-driven scalable and advanced Business
Intelligence that transforms raw data into actionable
insights.

Coming soon…

Telematics APIs & SDKs
IoT-driven location & motion sensing, 

workforce automation capabilities for your app

Mobility & Tracking

Power up your Android or iOS app with live location-tracking
capabilities with our IoT & Telematics APIs and SDK.

Learn more Contact us 

Workmate APIs

Provide location intelligence to your field teams by
integrating your existing software with Workmate - field
force management app.

Learn more Contact us 

Mappls Apps APIs & SDKs
Embeddable deep links and easy-to-integrate SDK for maps, 

search, hybrid navigation and more

Mappls App URLs

Embed deep links into your apps (Android, iOS, Web) for
search, directions, issue reporting and updated COVID info.

Learn more Contact us 

NaviMaps SDK APIs

Power your Android apps with the fastest, most accurate
and fully offline navigation features - 3D maps, house
number data, live traffic, voice guidance in regional
languages and much more.

Learn more Contact us 

Custom Solutions
Bespoke solutions for complex business requirements 

built on our/your location data

End-to-end custom solutions
We understand enterprises can have specific use cases
and requirements that are unique to them. In such cases,
we work closely with you to deliver end-to-end custom
solutions built on your data and our location stack.

Requirement understanding

Third-party data ingestion

Tailored solution building

Learn more Contact us 

Use Cases
Solve for the most common or the most 

complex use cases for any business setup

Contactless KYC

Distance Matrix API to
validate user filled
addresses by checking
distance from live
location

Geofence
management

Create various
geofences (polygons,
circles, freehand) to
analyse, monitor
business assets

Search on-the-go

APIs to enable users to
search and navigate to
places of interest
while on-the-go

Route management

Rich routing APIs to
create the most
economical, fastest,
shortest and safest
routes

Store locator

Map APIs to enable
customers to
seamlessly discover
and reach your
business outlets

Task allocation

Distance Matrix API to
efficiently allocate
tasks to field
personnel basis time,
distance

Address auto-filling

Autosuggest API to
standardise, simplify
and accelerate precise
address filling

2-wheeler navigation

Map SDK for
smartphone-based
navigation experience,
vehicle tracking and
more

Delivery live tracking

Build store to door
experiences with live
delivery tracking on a
map with Map SDKs

Mappls APIs - Better, Easier & Safer

Customisability

Highly configurable to suit use cases.

Support

From in-person to code support.
You’re covered.

Accuracy

Location bias most relevant then
ever.

Developer-friendly

Easy integration and standard
response codes.

Privacy

High security with 256bit and
2048bit encryption.

Economical

Priced woefully short of the
performance.

Free Plan
Now, use our maps to start doing more with location...for absolutely nothing :)

Free Maps SDK Plan
Get free Mappls Maps SDK for all platforms.

Mappls is offering its Maps SDK to qualifying startups and
consumer facing app developers for free, in an effort to
promote the indigenous developer ecosystem.

Mappls Maps SDK are available for free across:

Web Android iOS

Qualifying* startups and consumer facing application
developers can get Mappls Maps SDK for free, by applying
below

Apply now

Why choose Mappls?

Advanced maps in 2D, 3D, 4D
and HD

The most powerful and granular
maps

Easy-to-integrate with mobile or
web apps

Continuously updated in near
real-time

Global APIs & SDKs for 238
nations

* Access to free Maps SDK is subject to internal evaluation

Note: Fair usage limits apply and plan can change at any time

Developers  Mappls
Supporting 200,000+ developers and their apps to do more with location

The technology partnership with Mappls is integral to our goal of 'delivering
happiness' to our consumers. Integrating their APIs with McDelivery is helping us
deliver a great consumer experience while keeping our operations cost-effective and
efficient.

Praphull Paliwal
CIO - McDonald's India

Mercedes-Benz India users will immensely benefit from Mappls' COVID-19 India Guide,
as they will now have real-time and accurate information about high risk or no go
areas and thus avoid these while travelling. This is a proud moment where the team
has developed this much needed innovation to add another layer of safety for our end-
customers in India.

Manu Saale
Managing Director & CEO, MBRDI

Ready to get started?
Create an account or talk to our experts

Start for free Contact us

C.E. Info Systems Ltd.
(Earlier C.E. Info Systems Pvt Ltd.)

CIN: L74899DL1995PLC065551

The world's most advanced digital maps,
geospatial software and location-based IoT
technologies, providing products,
platforms, APIs and solutions.

Contact Us

contact@mappls.com

(Business)+91 7829 774 111 (Support)+91 9999 333 223

Delhi Bangalore Mumbai San Francisco Tokyo

Newsletter

Enter your email address sumit

By signing up for our newsletter, you consent to our privacy

policy.
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